
 

 

 

 

 

 Dress in authentic medieval costumes and discover medieval mysteries of Tallinn Old Town together with real monks 

 Become a guest in a medieval monastery and discover its secrets  

 Learn about knighthood in medieval Tallinn from a real crusader  

 Step into mysterious medieval dungeons and discover 9 legends and 900 years of history 

 Get on a train and go underground to explore the recently rediscovered tunnel systems built in the 17th cent.  

 Visit the oldest pharmacy in Europe and taste the medieval drink Claret 

 Become an honourable guest in a lavish medieval feast 

************************************************************************************************ 

 

Tallinn is one of best-preserved medieval towns in the world with a fairy-tale like appeal.  
 

Walking through the architecturally magnificent Estonian capital is like a journey back in time to the period when Tallinn was 

a wealthy Hanseatic Town.   
 

We invite you to this journey together with real monks who will dress you in authentic medieval costumes and lead you 
through the world of legends and folklore hidden in medieval streets of Tallinn Old town. Are you eager to reveal the hidden 

secrets of a medieval monastery?  Then hold a candle in your hands and follow real monks to their ancient residence. Here 

you will hear about dramatic events of monks fighting for Tallinn’s right to have a school and even meet a crusader who will 
tell you about knighthood in medieval Tallinn. At the end you will be offered a special monastery liquor made according to 

the ancient recipe. 
 

Are you ready for more adventures? Be prepared to step into mysterious medieval dungeons and discover 9 legends and 

900 years of history presented by professional actors and special effects: join the Alchemist in deriving the formula of the 
Philosopher’s stone; walk down the streets devastated by plague and meet a real mermaid.  

Later get on a slow moving train and go further down to explore underground passageways and the defensive tunnel systems 
built in the 17th century and forgotten for 3 centuries - until they were used as bomb shelters during World War II.  



 

 

 

 

After getting back to daylight, you’ll be offered a very special refreshment - Claret - the medieval herbal drink that will be 
served to you in the oldest pharmacy in Europe. 

 
At the end of the day, you’ll become an honored guest in a lavish medieval feast. Join a procession accompanied by drums 

and bagpipes and walk the street of Old Town to the dining hall along the narrow medieval staircases. Be prepared for the 

pride of the medieval art of cooking where the herald leading the feast will give you explanations about the food and drinks, 
as well as special medieval entertainment.  

 


